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1: History of Naugatuck, Connecticut. (Book, ) [www.enganchecubano.com]
History. Naugatuck was settled in as a farming community in rural western Connecticut. As the Industrial Revolution
commenced, Naugatuck was transformed into a hardscrabble mill town like its neighbors in the Naugatuck Valley.

History[ edit ] Naugatuck was settled in as a farming community in rural western Connecticut. As the
Industrial Revolution commenced, Naugatuck was transformed into a hardscrabble mill town like its
neighbors in the Naugatuck Valley. Their Footwear Division manufactured Keds sneakers in Naugatuck from
until the s. Rubber also produced Naugahyde in a Naugatuck factory, but it is no longer produced there. Due to
an increase in the price of sulfuric acid , which was needed for the process then used for reclaiming old rubber,
the United States Rubber Co. Naugatuck Chemical remained a subsidiary of the U. They moved their
operations to Middlebury , Connecticut , in the s. The Risdon Manufacturing Company, established in
Naugatuck around , began by producing safety pins. Local housewives and children were often hired to attach
the pins to cardboard for easy sale. Risdon became the manufacturer of total packaging for cosmetics,
personal, household and other consumer products and home sewing notions such as common pins, needles,
snaps and other accessories. It is now the Crown Risdon Co. In the s, Harold Barber founded H. Barber and
Sons in the community. The company builds beach rakes for picking up debris and grooming beaches and
claims to be the largest such business in the world. The normally peaceful Naugatuck River that flows through
Naugatuck overflowed its banks on August 19, Town history sign found on the Naugatuck Green As
American manufacturing declined in the late 20th century, the mills closed and the town fell on largely hard
times. With the expansion of suburbs, especially in New Haven and Fairfield County , the town is now largely
a bedroom community for the middle class. Middlebury and Oxford are affluent towns that have higher
performing school districts, but the price to live in these suburbs is high. Currently, many new more expensive
homes are being built as people from Fairfield County and other areas are looking for more affordable housing
and convenient access to major highways. Naugatuck High School c. The local high school, Naugatuck High
School , has a storied football rivalry with the high school in Ansonia that is one of the longest in America.
Like the other rival high schools in the Naugatuck Valley , the two teams meet the morning of Thanksgiving
Day. The first meeting was in Ansonia is the long-term winner in the series. The town of Naugatuck is
affectionately referred to as "Naugy" by its residents. Naugatuck is also no stranger when it comes to being in
popular media. The town has also been used as a filming location for works such as Engine Trouble , released
in , and War of the Worlds , filmed at the former Uniroyal plant and released in The plant was demolished on
February 28, Naugatuck has experienced some economic and budgetary problems since resulting from the a
recession. Critics point out issues with public employee pensions. Education[ edit ] Naugatuck has a total of 5
public elementary schools which include grades K-4 , 2 public intermediate schools grades , 1 public middle
school grades , and 1 public high school grades Although well funded, many years of mismanagement by the
elected Board of Education, has led to this poor rating. In recent years, a mostly new Board of Education and a
new Superintendent has helped improve the quality of education in the school district. Government[ edit ]
Naugatuck is unique in Connecticut government for being the only consolidated town and borough. Every
other borough in Connecticut is a special services district located within another town , the unit of Connecticut
local government. Naugatuck has both a town clerk and a borough clerk managing official records, the same
as Connecticut cities having two clerks: As with most other Connecticut towns and cities, Naugatuck elect
their officials in November of odd-numbered years.
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2: Haunted Places in Naugatuck, Connecticut
The town of Naugatuck, located in New Haven County, spans both sides of the Naugatuck River and lies just south of
www.enganchecubano.comorated as a town in , it became, in , the only town in Connecticut that is both a consolidated
borough and a town.

Approaching the split between Routes 8 and 25, the road expands to 6, 8, and even 10 lanes. From Trumbull,
it briefly enters Stratford before entering Shelton passing by several exits providing access to business parks.
It then crosses the Housatonic River and continues into Derby. After the Route 34 interchange, the road takes
on more of a semi-rural character as it winds it way along the Naugatuck River through the towns of Ansonia ,
Seymour , and Beacon Falls before it becomes more suburban in nature in Naugatuck, and then more urban as
it enters Waterbury. After the Route 73 interchange, the road returns to its winding semi-rural nature, passing
through Watertown , Thomaston where US 6 briefly overlaps for about a mile , Litchfield , and Harwinton.
After a brief suburban section through Torrington where it intersects US and Route 4 , it returns to a rural
freeway before entering the town of Winchester. After a short 0. It intersects the western end of Route 20 on
the northern edge of town, and continues through Colebrook to the Massachusetts state line, becoming
Massachusetts Route 8 upon entering Sandisfield. The section from Waterbury to the freeway end in
Winchester is known as the James H. The turnpike was chartered in and collected tolls until In , the six New
England states began a region-wide highway numbering system. The trunk highway from Stratford through
Waterbury to the Massachusetts state line became part of the multi-state New England Route 8. The original
alignment of Route 8 through Beacon Falls became part of Route This constituted the completion of the
freeway from Bridgeport to Winchester, 35 years after construction began. Attempts at Interstate designation[
edit ] The Route 8 freeway was envisioned to continue beyond its present northern terminus in Winsted to
either Massachusetts or southern Vermont. In , Massachusetts and Connecticut requested an interstate
designation for the Route 8 corridor that included completed and yet-to-be-built sections in both states. That
request was denied by the Federal Highway Administration. In that report, the study noted that not all of the
Route 8 freeway meets interstate standards, particularly sections that were designed and built before the
interstate highway era. Newer sections between Bridgeport and Shelton, around Beacon Falls, and from the I
interchange in Waterbury to Winsted were designed and built from the late s to the early s and either meet
interstate standards or require minimal spot upgrades to meet interstate standards. The report noted the
sections that do not meet interstate standards include the 8-mile segment from Shelton to Seymour, which was
built in stages from the late s through the early s; and the 5-mile section through Naugatuck, which was built
in the s. Both of these segments include narrow cross-sections, tight curve radii, and closely spaced
interchanges that do not meet current interstate standards. Because these segments wind their way through the
urban centers of Shelton, Derby, Seymour and Naugatuck on elevated viaducts, upgrading or bypassing these
segments would be costly and cause significant disruption to the surrounding communities. Exits will be
renumbered from sequential to mileage-based numbering by ConnDOT starting in
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3: Naugatuck Chemical Company Naugatuck, Connecticut
The Naugatuck Historical Society is an organization keeping the stories of Naugatuck alive and accessible to the public
through exhibits, research, and presentations. We maintain and preserve collections for the purpose of inspiring a love
of local history and contributing to civic pride.

Org Naugatuck Chemical Company ca. As the Industrial Revolution commenced, Naugatuck was transformed
into a mill-town like other cities in the Naugatuck Valley. Rubber was the major product made there. Rubber
also produced Naugahyde fabric in a Naugatuck factory, but it is no longer produced there. The company
founders recognized that chemistry was the key to make rubber more serviceable. A group of Eastern footwear
makers united in to share research and lower costs. Lewis under the first license granted by Charles Goodyear,
who discovered the rubber vulcanization process in Due to an increase in the price of sulfuric acid, which was
needed to reclaim used rubber at the time, the United States Rubber Co. This company started manufacturing
sulfuric acid and was soon in the forefront of the chemical industry in the United States. Benedict was the
president, the position he held until ; James B. Ford was vice president; Charles E. Sholes, secretary; and
Matthew Adgate, a veteran of acid manufacture, was plant superintendent. Adgate later became vice president.
The plant, which was located on Elm Street and the railroad, had 43 buildings on twenty acres along the
Naugatuck River. The company manufactured sulfuric acid, nitric acid, muriatic acid, hydrofluoric acid, acetic
acid, nitrobenzene, aniline, and antimony sulfides. This was one of the larger concerns of Naugatuck,
employing people. Hydrofluoric acid was used for pickling castings and removing sand from brass castings.
Nearby Waterbury had large brass mills. The reclaimed rubber unit was partly converted in to the caustic soda
process perfected by Raymond B. Price, who joined the company when the Rubber Regeneration Co. He
formed a group of Ph. The onset of World War I cut off the supply of aniline, the main rubber accelerator and
softener, from Germany. The company quickly hired technical experts and installed equipment to manufacture
its own aniline, which prevented the tire plants from shutting down. Thiocarbanilide was discovered as an
improved vulcanizer and went into production. The company consolidated various footwear brands under one
name, Keds, in Keds were the first mass-marketed canvas-top "sneakers" in Damage from an explosion in the
nitrobenzene building No. There was no one in the building at the time, and none of the twenty-five
employees at work in other buildings nearby were injured. The explosion was felt in New Haven. During the
early s, organic chemical research was expanded. Later, secondary amines such as "BLE" were found to be
superior antioxidants. The company succeeded in using liquid rubber latex as a raw material after devising
techniques to prevent the latex from spoilage during storage and shipment. Rubber was the first company in
the U. This resulted in greatly increased manufacture of pile carpeting and coated fabrics. Another discovery
was "Hepteen", an accelerator made from aniline and heptaldehyde. The company invented a continuous
thermal-cracking process to make the chemical from castor oil and became the largest producer of
heptaldehyde in the world. During the Depression, U. Rubber expanded in rubber chemicals and branched into
two related fields: The jasmine odor base, amyl cinnamic aldehyde, was made from heptaldehyde. This
launched the Aromatics Division, which generated pleasant scents for soaps and cosmetics. The violet-scented
ionones from lemon grass oil were also introduced. The company examined thousands of organic chemicals it
had synthesized as potential insecticides and fungicides. An insecticide called "Syntone" was developed, in
addition to two fungicides, "Spergon" and "Phygon", which boosted seed germination and crop yields.
Research on textiles led to a chemical treatment that strengthened cotton fibers. The cotton cord called "Ustex"
was an improved material for tire fabrics and parachute harness webbing. When the Japanese prevented access
to the Far Eastern rubber plantations, U. Rubber developed dodecylmercaptan, which could make rubber of
any desired viscosity, from liquid to hard solid. The company operated a government plant that supplied this
synthetic rubber modifier during the war. Rubber also pioneered in synthetic rubber production, designing and
building one of the first three plants that helped the U. The company also operated TNT plants for the
government. Shepard was manager of the Chemical Division staff at Naugatuck. Research activities included
research, development, and control work on synthetic rubber, rubber chemicals, aromatic chemicals,
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agricultural chemicals, dye intermediates, reclaimed rubber, latex compositions, aqueous dispersions, plastics,
lacquers, and high explosives. The manager of the Footwear Division was J. Research activities involved the
style, design, construction, compound, and process development for various types of waterproof and canvas
footwear. The wartime research on synthetic rubber led to a new line of postwar products. Consumer articles
like clock cases and lightweight boats were made from "Vibrin". The Naugatuck Chemical Division had
several breakthroughs in the field of chemical blowing agents for expanding synthetic foam products. Loren
Schoene in OBSH was the most useful and popular of the sulfonyl hydrazide type blowing agents, especially
in the early days of the production of nitrile-vinyl insulation tubing. Azodicarbonamide or ADCA was
discovered in This use was reported by an Allied technical investigation team after the war in the B. But when
ADCA was tried in the rubber industry, the decomposition temperature of degrees C was too high for use in
sponge nitrile-vinyl foam for insulation, flotation and athletic applications. Naugatuck Chemical discovered
that glycerol 1,2,3-propanetriol lowered the decomposition temperature. The patent was awarded in This work
enabled the use of ADCA in the rubber and plastics industries. The product, "Celogen AZ", was first produced
in The technical staff consisted of chemists; engineers: Research was focused on synthetic rubbers, reclaimed
rubber, rubber chemicals; plastics polyvinyl chloride, resin-rubber blends, polyesters ; synthetic and
compounded latices; agricultural chemicals; aqueous dispersions; heavy chemicals; and solid fuel propellants.
Naugatuck Chemical remained a subsidiary of the U. They moved their headquarterw to Middlebury,
Connecticut in the s. Most operations at Naugatuck ceased in the late s. In , Avery Inc. In recent years only
about 50 people worked at the Naugatuck plant compared to 9, employed at its peak. Until the s, the
Naugatuck River was subject to discharges from the cities and industries along its banks. As far back as , when
there were few environmental laws, the state Sewage Commission said the river was already polluted to its
limit. Smoke and foul odors contaminated the air. In the s the river often changed color from the dyes used to
color Keds sneakers. Today, most of the factories are closed, with some sites converted to shopping malls or
housing. EPA pollution regulations mandated pollution controls on municipal and industrial discharges, and
the closure of the factories helped the Naugatuck River recover. Wildlife has returned and there are no health
warnings for the entire mile length of the Naugatuck River watershed. Former employees who would like to
share their experiences working at this plant can contact the author by clicking the Contact link below. Trade
Ad U. Rubber Plant in Naugatuck, CT in Note Piles of Used Tires in Foreground. Most of the remaining
buildings were demolished in In the 28 minute film, shot in Naugatuck, a retired "rubber man", first hired in ,
touts the many consumer uses of rubber to his grandson. There are scenes of rubber manufacturing, rubber
plantations, even downtown Naugatuck and the old Naugatuck High School. The acting is not Academy
Award caliber, but the film is representative of the industrial film genre popular in the s. The audio quality of
the musical soundtrack is poor but the dialogue is clear.
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4: Naugatuck History â€” Naugatuck Historical Society
External Links to Historical Information. Town History. Naugatuck | www.enganchecubano.com Chemical Industry.
Naugatuck's Early Chemical Industry.

Expert advice Handy directions on how to craft an outstanding dissertation Composing an outstanding
dissertation requires many months of hard work and toil. This, however, does not mean that this is an
impossible feat. Nor does it entail having zero social life during these arduous months, if you follow our handy
directions. Topic Choosing a good topic is the first hurdle many students falter at. You need to consult with
your supervisor about the relevant topics you can write about. Remember that your topic needs to be very
specific, and cannot be a general idea, as you will be used to from your undergraduate work. Students know
that Thesis Rush provides excellent dissertation writing help and is always ready to assist. One aspect of
choosing a topic many students find especially difficult is the fact that they need to meet the requirement of
originality. They mistake this for meaning that their writing should revolutionize their subject field and change
the landscape. However, this is not the case. You need to remember that anything new produced in academia
builds upon the current existing research. For example, improving or critiquing an existing method is
constituted as original, and it very worthy of being a thesis topic. Learn More Get Ideas Research You need to
conduct very good research to compile the best sources possible to implement in your paper. The best way to
do this is to visit journals related to your subject field. These will have all the latest literature submitted
pertaining to your topic, as well as an archive of past submissions. Through this, you can see how your subject
field has evolved, and this can also give you a general idea of what type of topic you need to choose for your
dissertation. Ask the librarian about the best books and literature available relevant to your topic. This can
help greatly in collecting sources, as sometimes books can have sources that are hard to find online, especially
for very specific and less popular topics. This means that your work should be formal and avoid any informal
language, colloquialism, contractions and vagueness. Your writing should be concise and easy to understand.
A mistake many students make is to think that they need to write with long and varied extremely varied
vocabulary; this is not necessary. You just need to ensure your language is formal and easy to understand.
Structure The structure of a dissertation differs in many ways from other essays you may have written during
your undergraduate studies. You should structure your writing as follows: This is a paragraph summarizing
your work. This should show on what page certain sections are Introduction: This section should discuss the
topic you will be talking about and provide a brief outline of your work. This section should deal with the
latest and past research pertaining to your topic. It should give some background knowledge to your reader
and provide context. This section will deal with the methods you implement to gather your research, as well an
analysis of it. Here, you discuss what you found through your research and analyze the results. This section
should be a summarization of everything you have discussed, with emphasis on your findings. If you follow
these handy directions, you will certainly achieve high marks for your thesis. Although it is a hard task to
produce excellent thesis papers, it is certainly possible with our tips. Subscribe to our newsletter.
5: Connecticut Route 8 - Wikipedia
In July of , the Naugatuck Daily News reported, with regret, the passing of High Rock Grove â€” the way it had been
fondly remembered until a few years prior.

6: History - The Congregational Church of Naugatuck
Naugatuck, Connecticut Newspaper Archives () Explore Naugatuck History and Genealogy from one of the World's
Leading Genealogy Resources!

7: Naugatuck | town and borough, Connecticut, United States | www.enganchecubano.com
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Waterbury Assembly of God is a church located at Prospect Street in www.enganchecubano.com church was built c. I
think it may have been built originally as a Baptist Church, as described in History of Waterbury and the Naugatuck
Valley, Connecticut, Vol.

8: Thesis And Dissertation Writing Tutorials | NaugaTuckHistory
Naugatuck was settled in as a farming community in rural Western Connecticut. As the Industrial Revolution
commenced, Naugatuck was transformed into a mill-town like other cities in the Naugatuck Valley.

9: Naugatuck Historical Society
The Naugatuck Historical Society is a vibrant part of the community. We envision a community where p.
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